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"Al and Danny Kavadlo--bodyweight instructors extraordinaire--have done it again. Their new
book Road Workout can be an incredibly comprehensive collection of calisthenics concepts,
exercises and applications. All serious sports athletes and coaches must buy this book! If you're
serious about bodyweight training, you've gotta understand this book!" --MARK SISSON, author
of The Primal Blueprint"Al and Danny Kavadlo are acknowledged worldwide as masters of urban
bodyweight training, so it's no surprise that book is, without question, the new "How exactly to
Discharge Yourself from the fitness center, Restore Your Primal Power and Reclaim Your Inner
Beast…Intermediate and advanced calisthenics practitioners will discover a veritable treasure
chest of tips, techniques and insider secrets--guaranteed to force-feed their long term
achievements in the realm of bodyweight mastery. This function is the greatest manual on
progressive calisthenics in the marketplace today." The programming sections are beyond
extensive. Street Workout’ In addition with their masterful demonstrations of each workout, the
Kavadlo brothers' multi-colored personalities and motivational talents leap off of every page.! It's
loaded with incredible progressions, stacked with suggestions and techniques, and filled with
philosophy and wisdom.--PAUL "COACH" WADE, author of Convict ConditioningYour Best Guide
to Full Body Fitness Without Weights: The Secrets of “Street Workout” Uncovered…bible" The
outside world becomes your total gym--you roam absolve to get stronger using simply your very
own body and the environment at hand…Road Workout fires its 1st barrage with an essential
section on the Foundational Progressions--long term and ongoing physical greatness can't be
achieved without mastery of the five fundamental pillars of fitness…According to the Kavadlos,
operating out should be fun, adventurous, primal and pure. The great masters of Road Workout
perform spectacular physical feats that may intimidate lesser mortals. But the beauty of the
Kavadlos’Mastering the training progressions in the abilities & “ Road Workout may be the
magnum opus of both greatest calisthenics instructors on the planet today.s multi-faceted,
progressive strategy leaves nothing to chance--allowing even a raw beginner to transcend his
mortal body and ascend to the giddiest heights of physical supremacy… of the movement.
Pressing, pulling and squatting your personal bodyweight along with forward flexion and back
again bridging represent the fundamentals of getting brutally strong, solid and unbreakable. By
utilizing basics of progression like the manipulation of leverage, adding or eliminating points of
contact and/or increasing the range of motion, you can continue to get stronger without ever
needing to pick up a weight--and possess a helluva good period while you’re at it! For those who
have those qualities, then nothing should end you--because the entire blueprint for mastery is
organized for you.and its own step-by-step blueprints for off-the-charts, eye-popping physical
excellence. And no training design embodies those elements quite like Road Workout. You will
immediately appreciate the nobility, virtue and integrity of these motion patterns. Absorb the
wisdom of this first section and you also have absorbed the very heart and soul of the road
Workout ethos. strategy in Street Workout would be to make even the toughest moves
achievable by any enthusiast ready to follow their guidelines.Tricks” A final Bonus Section brings
invaluable additional advice from Al and Danny which pulls the whole of Street Workout
collectively. And make no mistake, only the bold of center, the iron-willed and the profoundly
persistent will end up being godlike enough to create it all the way. Street Workout proves it



so--with its mix of inspirational photography, specific detail on how to proceed when—Section IV
of Road Workout addresses the crucial matter of Programming. section will propel you to brand-
new heights, to the property where in fact the giants of Road Workout strut their splendid stuff.
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blown away This is an extremely comprehensive, no-nonsense Reserve on bodyweight training,
covering strength, plyometric power, and endurance. I will admit that I am acquainted with
many of the movements discussed in this reserve, but I learned so many brand-new details to
focus on when practicing them, the ones that I could do, anyway. One more thing I enjoyed were
the detailed descriptions of the exercises - I am totally blind and I did so not need to ask
someone to look at the photos for me personally to understand what the Kavadlos were
consistently getting at. I was a little apprehensive as I am aware of the Kavadlos' penchant for
photographing the hell out of themselves, however they delivered very well in the written part as
well, making this a fantastic body weight book for a blind or visually-impaired calisthenics
enthusiast. But these are obviously marked as suggested. You can do this stuff anywhere,
without likely to a gym and slamming your head into squat racks that your cane will go right
under. From know-how to perspective this is a solid browse which keeps me busy for a long time
to come. Anyone ready to give anywhere near this much information apart for free, just to help
people, deserves every dime he makes from these book sales. From the descriptions to the
concepts on making your personal gym equipment to the philosophies of both Kavadlo brothers.
I've performed it and I'll repeat, but it's wonderful to have choices, you know? And strict,
outlined methods aren't present.P.S. It offers change my entire life at 60. I've personal
experience getting help in this respect, and both these men have gone out of their way to
encourage and reply questions from their supporters and fans. While I have no idea Al
personally, I've spent lots of time watching his videos and gleaning new understanding and
inspiration. Easy to read and put into action. In fact, it really is probably better to continuously
look at it by refining your technique & This book is packed with great exercises for anyone
seeking to build functional strength and master their own bodyweight. I deposit the barbell
about 5 a few months ago and started my bodyweight-only journey, and haven't sensed the need
to pick one up since!! There are valid, true to life, street useful suggestions for how to approach
body weight conditioning.The brothers give us “foundational progressions” of push, pull, squat,
flex and bridge. The pictures are very helpful, and you may do a quick search on YouTube to view
Al and Danny perform all these exercises if you're more of a visual learner. Don’t search for
complicated dietary advise. Though it’s good to have a guideline, we encourage you to utilize the
following assessments, templates and workouts as a starting point, rather than the final verdict.
Full of quality info and inspiration!All and all this is a great book. Pleased to support you, Al! Top
book on body weight nongym conditioning Review Street Workout Al & Danny Kavadlo“Street
Workout” can be an amazing book. Along with a huge selection of large, colored photos of the
brothers Kavadlo, the reader gets exceptional advice true, honest to goodness, previous
fashioned bodyweight conditioning information. It is among the best John Du Cane and Dragon
Door has published. It also tops the other extremely good books written by the brothers Kavadlo
individually.Don’t look for prepared to use workout programs or laid out daily routines or
prepared workout sheets of detailed instructions. A lot of the workout routines are so
challenging that I will not really be finished going through the workouts in the book anytime
soon.Rest assured, the money you spend upon this book will not be wasted unless you won't put
any of it into actions. The brothers suggest “prevent heavily processed false foods and to
maintain my portions from getting away from control.From page 281 “Fullbody workout routines,
split routines, circuits, pyramid seats and more all have their place in the wonderful world of
strength training. They talk about your body movements, then display exercises, starting from
the easiest & Actually there is a boxed aspect bar specifically stating the the brothers aren't
gymnasts (P 11).What the reader gets is much better.com for FREE, this book is an excellent tool



to gain access to all the info plus some new, cooler moves and progressions in one place. There
are valid, real life, street useful, very clear and easy to follow directions for approximately 100
exercises, each with pictures of 1 or both of the brothers demonstrating the workout. Highly
recommended Certainly one of the best books currently out. There are valid, true to life, street
useful guides to the very advanced movements. It covers everything you need to understand
about pretty much every effective bodyweight re-locate there, from beginner to elite stages, as
well as how to adapt them to fit your personal requirements. The brothers give us chapters on
ground holds, bar techniques and the human flag including extremely advanced choices. Yes, the
book could be used to train gymnasts in the foundations of their sport.” (p 322) Don’t search for
dogmatic statements of what and how so when. No need to throw away cash on gym
memberships, elegant equipment, synthetic protein beverages or any other fads the modern
fitness industry has been brainwashing the masses to buy into. If you want a free taste check,
check out Al's videos on YouTube.”The how to begin street workouts materials is all there, once
you actually read the publication. With a hey-hey-hey I'll keep the fantasy alive. The brothers
believe you need to start operating on the basics and maintain at them till you accomplish
certain goals they construct. They state this newbie stage should last at least 6 months or longer.
You then should move across the many progressions as your power, flexibility, concentration,
passions, and desire consider you. A must have for the calisthenics enthusiasts Another gold
mine from Dragon Door. Therefore every person will improvement along different routes at
different speeds, and that is the way it must be. progressing to the hardest.I also enjoyed the
sections dealing with urban gym equipment - doing flags on a road sign or Australian pull-ups on
a bicycle rack. doing the different workouts.There is an “ASK AL” chapter (Chap 15 p 321 - 332)
which includes most of the faqs, and clarifies many thoughts. There's CHAPTER 16 (pp 335 -345)
of “Danny’s Dos and Don’ts. They are like 10 commandments and are direct and to the point, and
each extremely pertinent. Both these chapters are truly outstanding. Get it you will not regret it.
But once again, the brothers emphasize doing what works for the individual practitioner.The self
motivated and self organizing person will see nearly everything he or she needs understand and
how to do it to become fantastic street star. Great work from the Kavadlo brothers I love this
book. The 1st part focuses on specific body parts, such as chest, back, etc.. Don’t search for
gymnastic disciplined methods. This one is conveniently at the top. Then, the reserve focuses on
actual exercises your can do, again starting from the least difficult &There exists a assortment of
possible workouts from starting to very advanced. After that all your queries are answered. This
is not a one browse and done book. Highly recommended. They may or may not be possible for
you depending on your degree of ability. Don’t look for information on health supplements, the
brothers do not use some of them. Fantastic book Love this reserve, it covers a lot, explained
really well, images included for the exercises and their progressions and you can find a lot of
exercises, I will be getting useful out of this book. First class body weight/primal fitness book
Amazing literature!! One of the most comprehensive, fulfilling calisthenics and body weight
conditioning books. However there is absolutely no universally the very best for all people and
all goals. Using your environment around you to build up an exceptionally strong, shredded,
versatile and healthy body, mind and spirit just how nature intended is really as sound and
sustainable as possible be. You can find valid, real life progressions for approaching the famous
and worthy movements, and every step with pictures of 1 or both of the brothers Kavadlo
carrying out. Through the years I've read thousands of conditioning and strength books .
progresses to probably the most difficult types. No magic pills or gadgets required, simply effort.
If your serious this book is a real no brainer.There are some suggested record sheets, and



weekly breakdowns. I once asked Al on his FB web page about an exercise photo he submitted
and he got back to me immediately with a written description on how best to do it. The future
appears promising. Righteous publication! While Al and Danny offer all the information you can
ever want on YouTube, FaceBook, and alkavadlo. There are admonitions about moving too fast
and dealing with too much. I first bought this in kindle to find what it was about. Down the road
as I bought more books from Al Kavadlo and Danny Kavadlo, I began to have a better
understanding of body weight training. Finally I bought this book as paperback and I take
advantage of it as an encyclopedia. This book is packed with tons of images, step by step
descriptions for every exercise and both of the Kavadlo brothers philosophy about how to
accomplish things and steps to make them simpler to do. Within per month period I discovered
a couple of different static retains (clutch levers, L-sit, clutch flags etc..) All my close friends ask
me to do "tricks" every time they see me. This is a must possess for anyone getting into
calisthenics or for anyone that currently does it and desires more suggestions to make training
funner. Five Stars The Bible of street workout! That is basically a body weight bible of
PROGRESSIVE Calisthenics training. Thanks Danny The people at dragon door has done it again.
Nearly every move you can think about in BW teaching is here and some. Each with multiple
progressions and regressions to meet up you where you are! In order to be motivated, try new
exercises and just check out all of the awesome pics then grab this book! Perfect Amazing book
very useful. Probably 80% of most you need to be a calisthenics master! Definitely recommend
for all degrees of calisthenics experience. That is basically a bodyweight bible of PROGRESSIVE
Calisthenics training. The Kavadlos consider you to some cool areas and display calisthenics can
be carried out anywhere.
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